The study of current induced by photo-radiating a molecular based device under bias is of fundamental importance to the improvement of photoconductors and photovoltaics. In this technology, electron pumps generate an uphill current that opposes a potential drop and thereby recharges a fuel cell. While the modeled molecular electron pump is completely symmetric, the sign of the photo current is solely determined by the existing bias and the nature of photo induced electronic excitations. The photo radiation induces non-equilibrium population of the electrode-coupled system. The dependence of the photocurrent on electrode coupling, photo radiation field strength and applied bias are studied at a basic model level.
The study of current induced by photo-radiating a molecular based device under bias is of fundamental importance to the improvement of photoconductors and photovoltaics. In this technology, electron pumps generate an uphill current that opposes a potential drop and thereby recharges a fuel cell. While the modeled molecular electron pump is completely symmetric, the sign of the photo current is solely determined by the existing bias and the nature of photo induced electronic excitations. The photo radiation induces non-equilibrium population of the electrode-coupled system. The dependence of the photocurrent on electrode coupling, photo radiation field strength and applied bias are studied at a basic model level. Introduction. Time dependent (TD) electron transport through molecular and nanoscale systems will contribute an essential component to the development and function of future technology. The technological potential, along with a fundamental interest in the dynamics of molecular and nanoscale electronics, [1] [2] [3] motivates the large scale research. [4] [5] [6] [7] In particular, the use of solar radiation to control current flow through a molecular conductor provides an alternative to the difficult task of binding gating contacts within such spatially confined regions. [8] [9] [10] In general, TD fields can produce current flow between unbiased or even negatively biased electrodes by pumping electronic charge to excited states in a molecular photovoltaic or photoconductor, respectively. [5, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Thus, under appropriate conditions, photoconductors can exhibit absolute negative conductance (ANC). Research efforts seek to exploit molecular properties to efficiently separate charge carriers using incident radiation. [18] [19] [20] Here, we study photo generated currents in a model molecular conducting bridge. The direction of the electronic current solely depends on the nature of the non-equilibrium population of the electronic pump state that follows photo excitations. In the model only an applied potential bias introduces the required asymmetry. Additional structural asymmetries can be introduced to enhance the current pumping activity. Accurate computational models of molecular electron pumps must include the combined effect of bias, photo radiation and molecule-electrode coupling on current. An understanding of these relations can then improve the ability of spectroscopy to study charge transfer processes [21, 22] and ultimately transform the pumping efficiency. We demonstrate that ANC can be achieved under proper photoexcitation of the molecule.
In general, molecular conductance is mediated by electronic states that are energy broadened upon electrode coupling. Electrons remain in wider broadened molecular states for shorter lifetimes before dispersing to the electrodes. On the other hand, stronger electrode coupling also reduces the electronic excitations' spectral cross section and therefore may reduce the photo-current. We quantify photo-current dependence on the involved electronic states' finite lifetimes to ultimately identify the conditions for optimal ANC. Recently, peaks and dips in the photocurrent energy distribution around the frequency of the oscillatory pumping field have been computationally modeled at the quantum dynamical level. [23] Photo-current direction has also been shown to depend on the molecular system that coats an array of semi-conducting nanoparticles. [24] Model. The confined molecular pump is modeled by two states that are coupled strongly. The coupling is represented by β, an electronic interaction parameter, i.e., H 12 = H 21 ≡ β, where H is the electronic Hamiltonian. The resulting bonding and anti-bonding states are separated in energy by 2β. A third lower energy state (H 00 ≡ E g ), that is also included in the model, is weakly coupled to these two states (H 02 = H 20 = H 01 = H 10 ≡ β/50). This energy level scheme is illustrated in Figure 1 , where the atomic orbital (AO) representation is provided in part (a) and the corresponding molecular orbital (MO) picture reflecting the coupling is given in part (b). The two strongly inter-coupled orbitals are interfaced directly to electrodes resulting in a pair of conducting (broadened) states. In the AO representation this is achieved by coupling each site in the strongly interacting pair to its adjacent electrode by the parameter β b . The coupling to the electrodes is represented by Σ = β † b g s β b . In our model, the surface Green's function (GF) (g s ) is an imaginary constant number that implements a wide band approximation for the electronic density of the electrode. The lowest state remains coupled (semi bound) to the electrodes only through its weak interaction with the conducting states. The coupling effect broadens the MO energies and is illustrated in part (c). In part (d) we provide two electronic density of states (DOS) curves, where β = −0.05(a.u), E g = 2β. Each curve corresponds to a different band broadening with β b = 0.2β and β b = β.
In the two level unbiased electrode-coupled subsystem, both the bonding and antibonding molecular orbitals are symmetrically distributed between the two atomic orbitals. The bias breaks this symmetry by polarizing the electronic states. For example, the projected electronic density of the bonding state on the site adjacent to the source electrode almost doubles in comparison to the projection on the site adjacent to the drain. This bias-induced polarization is reversed for the anti-bonding state, an effect that leads to its stronger coupling with the drain upon bias. Positive photo current will therefore develop under non-equilibrium population of the excited broadened bonding orbital. Negative current, on the other hand, will develop upon population of the anti-bonding orbital (the higher excited state). To highlight this directed photo response we align (gate) the Fermi energy (FE) to lie between the ground state and the first conducting state and set it to zero without loss of generality. This FE alignment depletes both conducting orbitals at equilibrium. Organic conducting polymers of quinoidal-derivatives exhibit related energetics, where planarity is enhanced due to the π bonding character of the excited state. [25] The photo current is produced upon a TD potential:
The electronic excitations driving the photocurrent are induced by the radiation field that is represented by, v T D (t), an AC oscillatory pulse in the dipole approximation (i.e., in the AO representation
. The symmetry breaking source-drain bias, v 0 , leading to the current direction is a steady ramping potential that is dropped across the system over the two electrode-coupled sites (in the AO representation:
Method. Coupling to electrodes broadens the junction electronic DOS resulting in an energy redistribution of the electronic density matrix (ρ(E)). Energy-broadened junction states may provide efficient transport channels. An operator's (Ô) evolving expectation value can be obtained by tracing with the TD energy distribution of the electronic density (ρ(E, t)):
We model the driven dynamical response of the system's electronic density using the Keldysh formalism. In this approach, electron dynamics is represented by the lesser Green's function (GF),
, that represents the solution to the electronic equation of motion (e.o.m.):
The variable x denotes a vector of the spatial coordinates. Localized basis functions are used to express the different operators. For example, the propagated G < is expressed in this localized AO basis as follows:
and
. In this representation we also write the overlap of the non-orthogonal basis functions as S i,j = dxφ i (x)φ j (x). The complete one body Hamiltonian takes the following form
where h 0 ≡ H as defined in the model description above. The system is propagated in an orthogonalized basis where h and S commute. Equations 2-3 become
Next, we combine these two equations and rewrite in terms of the time variables:t ≡ and ∆t ≡ t 1 − t 2 to obtain:
The two time variable GF is the correlation function of an electronic system coupled to electron reservoirs as expressed on the Keldysh contour [26, 27] . The dynamical electronic density (ρ(E, t) in eq. 1) can be extracted from this GF by Fourier transforming from the ∆t domain to the frequency (ω) or energy (E = ω) domain [28] :
At steady state, the lesser GF describes the time independent system as an energy distribution, where
We use the Fourier transform to express the lesser GF in a form appropriate for using TD-perturbation-theory (PT). First, the lesser GF is expressed in the mixed (time-frequency) representation of the perturbing potential v T D (t), which is defined as v(t,ω) ≡
Here,ṽ(ω) is the Fourier transform of the applied TD potential v T D (t). In this representation the G < electronic Kadanoff-Baym (K-B) e.o.m.s [26, 27] of the coupled open system take the following form:
where the Σs as defined above project the infinite nature of the system to the bridge space and v 0 is the bias. [28] Above, the ∆G < (t,ω) is defined to be the difference between the total lesser GF, G < (t,ω), and the steady state lesser GF under applied constant bias is G 0,<
. In other words, the open system's electronic structure under the effect of v 0 is used as the reference to the TD-PT and is represented by G 0,< v0 (ω). The direct propagation of these e.o.m.s is computationally demanding mainly due to the self energy memory dependent terms in the expansion (see eq. 10). We find that in the the full frequency representation, where
, the application of the TD-PT treatment becomes more effective than in the mixed representation. In the PT expansion expressed in the frequency domain the bulk self energies are written exactly; for example, without using the wide band approximation. The e.o.m. takes the following form [29] k,l
(1) (∆ω,ω) ij
where
Here
and Γ ijkl (∆ω) is the broadening function due to coupling to the electrodes that is generalized to include dynamical effects (memory kernel) by defining
In the above equation ∆ǫ ij ≡ ǫ i − ǫ j is the difference between the i-th and j-th eigenvalues (ǫ i , ǫ j ) of h 0 . The bias (v 0 ) effect is entered in the expansion treatment but also in defining the H super operator. The implemented formalism includes a broadening factor (η). This full frequency representation indeed lends itself to the use of TD PT to solve for the response of the system, ∆G < , to the applied perturbation v(t). Recently, we have solved this expansion of the K-B equations [26, 27] to first order for model open systems under non-equilibrium conditions to analyze transient currents, spectra of biased systems and transport driven by AC fields. [28] [29] [30] However, here we show that the second order term of the PT expansion in the TD field (v T D (t)) is required to model the driven current.
In the final expression, which can be expanded to n-th order in the perturbation, we express the TD electronic density in terms of the evolving occupations of the projected device states. [29] The band structure due to the coupling to the electrodes is included directly in this expansion through the energy distribution variable. We note that eq. 11 involves a tensor of rank four that is traced with a matrix (tensor of rank two).
At the steady state, any transient or TD aspects due to applied bias are completely dissipated. The steady state description is achieved by a proper time-independent limit of the above treatment, where the corresponding time independent perturbation v(t) ≡ v • is Fourier transformed as in Eq. (11) to the frequency domain:
For the steady state, the two-frequency based representation of the e.o.ms is collapsed to a single variable expansion. The resulting expression describes a time-independent correction to the unbiased system represented by G 0,< :
In calculating B
(1)
, we use the relationship between G < (ω) and the retarded GF, G R (ω), which entails calculating the Fermi-matrix. [28] Results and Discussion. First, we confirm that optical pumping of sufficient population into the excited antibonding orbital leads to ANC. The DC-biased model system (steady source drain bias v 0 ) is affected by an AC potential (v T D (t)) tuned to the excitation energy between the ground and the second excited states (ν ≡ ω 0 /(2π) = 4.1eV ≈ |E g | + |β|) with a 0.1eV amplitude. The TD current is illustrated in the left panel of Figure 2 . The non-oscillatory component of the current is obtained by a low pass filter and exhibits ANC. The contributions to the current resolved in the energy domain (energy distributions) are shown with the color map in the central panel.
From this TD energy distribution, the TD current can be calculated by integrating over the energy at each time point. The evolving band structure of the current operator includes two major features. The first order term in the PT expansion is the coherent response to the AC field that leads to symmetric (about zero) oscillations (not shown in the I(t) curve) at the frequency that is equal to the transition energy. A resonant first order band, that is the most dominant feature, is centered energetically midway between the interfering orbitals. An additional first order miniband arising from the same interference is observed at a negative energy shift below the ground state. [28, 29] A second order weaker oscillatory band with twice the transition frequency is found at the ground state energy and is reflected in the oscillating second order curve (left panel).
Second order terms are required to address the transfer of population that follows from the coherence. Indeed, an additional second order non-oscillatory negative feature in the current's energy distribution is aligned with the highest excited state energy. The negative flow is therefore confirmed to emerge from the non-equilibrium population of the second excited orbital. The band structure of the density operator confirms this assignment (right panel). Direct positive current is contributed by the ground state orbital and is expected to increase for higher biases or increased coupling of the ground state to the electrodes.
We use the dynamical treatment to analyze the complex interplay between electrode coupling, DC bias and the resonant AC field. We compare the negative photo current component to the positive (steady biased) DC under varied coupling-induced finite lifetimes of the ground state and the excited conducting states. We first consider the direct coupling of the ground state with the electrode (H 0,bulk ), which is varied from 0 to 0.2β. The resulting currents are provided in Figure 3 . The positive DC is enhanced with increased coupling as reflected by the black curve measured with the vertical axis on the right side of the plot. This positive current is mainly due to population of the first excited state upon applying the bias. The negative response due to the photo-current curve is measured with the left vertical axis. This photo current is inversely related to the electrode-coupling. We also compare the photo response under the effect of two fields (AC amplitudes of 0.04eV and 0.1eV). In the plot, the response curve for the lower field amplitude is scaled up by a factor of 5 that is close to the ratio between the two intensities, 25/4. The field intensities ratio determines the relationship between the respective photo currents in the large conductance (i.e., strong electrode coupling) regime. For smaller values of electrode coupling, the ratio of the photo currents exceeds the field intensities fraction. We note that in these trends the total current remains positive.
We now consider the effect of the excited states' electrode-coupling, that is parametrized by β b with values that range from 0.1β to β. An increased β b enhances the tunneling resonance between the excited state and the source electrode. However, the dissipative coupling leads to a reduction of the spectral peak associated with the optical excitations. In Figure 4 , we plot low pass filtered TD currents under a range of junction-electrode coupling strengths (H 1,bulk = H 2,bulk ≡ β b ). A source-drain bias of 0.136V (i.e., a bias of 0.1β/e, where e is the fundamental unit of charge) and an AC field of 0.1eV amplitude are applied to this system. We see in Figure 4 that an increase in the orbital's conductance results in an expected increase of the positive DC current and a reduction in the photo response. As shown in the plot a sufficiently small coupling value results in ANC.
The corresponding ratio between the negative photo current and the steady current under the scanned device-bulk coupling strengths is shown for steady biases of 0.136V and 0.544V (0.1β/e and 0.4β/e). For both biases the ratio exceeds one at sufficiently weak electrode-coupling leading to ANC. The photo-induced ANC becomes dominant only under a further weakening of the coupling to the electrodes. Namely, ANC develops at conditions whereby the cross section for the electronic excitation is sufficiently large in comparison to the dissipative broadening due to electrode coupling. We also emphasize that increasing the voltage bias reduces the relative weight of the photo current to the total current. Namely, the dissipative effect of electrode coupling, responsible for the reduction of the spectral cross section, dominates over its ability to enhance the photocurrent when a bias is applied.
Concluding remarks. Transport through open quantum systems follows from phase coherence between the charge carriers and the electrodes. The ability to manipulate these coherences by photo-excitation is used to pump electronic charge through a symmetric model molecular system. In the model, two electrode-contacted sites are mutually coupled resulting in a bonding and anti-bonding orbital pair. An ANC will develop upon photo induced non-equilibrium population of the higher anti bonding orbital that features a stronger coupling with the source electrode upon a steady bias. We use a TD approach to analyze the photo current dependence on electrode coupling strengths of the electronic states that are coupled by the radiation field. We solve the electronic equations of motion as expressed within the Keldysh formalism using non-equilibrium Green's functions. The calculations employ a TD-PT expansion, where second order terms determine the ANC.
We find that the photo current contribution to the total current is mainly determined by the electronic excitation cross section. The excitation cross section decreases with stronger coupling of either the ground or excited states to the electrodes. Therefore, the ratio of photo current to total current reduces with stronger coupling of the bridge states with the electrodes. This is in spite of the prospect that stronger conductance properties of the related excited state would increase the overall photo current. This is an important result that will assist efforts to enhance ANC, for example, by introducing structural asymmetries. We emphasize that these relationships are general and are expected to prevail for electron transport through molecules attached to electrodes and through bulk-coupled quantum dots under microwave radiation.
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